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KEY CHANGES TO THE YELLOW BOOK FOR PERFORMANCE AUDITS
AND DEVELOPING FINDINGS


Performance audits (Chapter 8)




Auditors must now consider whether internal control is significant to performance audit objectives. If it is determined that internal control
is not significant to the audit objectives, auditors should document accordingly, and reassess as applicable, any new or refined objectives. If
internal control is determined to be significant to the audit objective, then the auditor should obtain an understanding of such internal
control.


Assess and document the assessment of internal controls to the extent necessary to address audit objectives



Evaluate and document the significance of identified internal control deficiencies within the context of the audit objectives



Consider root cause of internal control deficiencies when developing findings



Identify which internal control components and principles are significant in the audit report

Finding guidance (Chapter 6)


Under the 2018 Yellow Book, the auditor should consider internal control deficiencies in their evaluation of identified findings when
developing the “cause” element. This change relates to financial statement audits, reviews of financial statements and performance audits.



The auditor should seek to determine a cause or explanation of why the condition deviates from the criteria and be prepared to discuss the
various control activities that have been designed and implemented by management to address specific risks of the organization.

OUR PROCESS FOR UPDATING OFFICEWIDE POLICIES AND
PROCEDURES

 We updated our office’s Policies and procedures


Team of about 5 staff members met over (5-6) months to update the policy


100 pg PDF available to office to reference as needed

 Conducted a Staff meeting for discussion
 Updated backlog and templates accordingly (discussed later)

POLL QUESTION

 What best describes your office’s project management style?
 Traditional/Waterfall
 Agile
 Lean
 Other

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
STYLES

 Traditional/ Waterfall Approach


Clearly defined beforehand

 Agile/Scrum Approach


We use daily scrums and roughly bi-weekly sprints

DRAFTING THE
PROJECT BACK LOG
Product Backlog


We updated the backlog
with the 2018 GAGAS
statements and procedures
and use this throughout the
project to track tasks and
manage audits

SAMPLE PROJECT BACKLOG
UPDATED GAGAS STATEMENTS TO REVISED 2018 YELLOW BOOK STANDARDS

POLL QUESTION

 Does your office use unique tools, templates to assist with

following GAGAS?
 Yes
 No

 I don’t know

IMPLEMENTING REVISED STANDARDS USING THE AGILE PROCESS




Workpapers include GAGAS statements for reference in purpose as we gather and document audit evidence


Assess and document the assessment of internal controls to the extent necessary to address audit objectives (GAGAS 8.49)



Identified key controls and missing controls. Assess and documented in workpapers , they conducted a brainstorming session and identified risks, including
specifically thinking about IT risks, compliance risks, and fraud risks. They used the GAO Green Book as well as a fraud risk assessment tool and an IT risk
assessment tool as frameworks to guide our brainstorming.



GAGAS statements used as guidance in Work Papers

Teams use Sprint Documents to discuss as a group Sprint 4


The sprint 4 document now includes the website blurb and a review of the controls and processes relevant to the objectives.



Determined what test(s) we could perform to evaluate the implementation and operating effectiveness of the control(s) designed to mitigate each risk



During the sprint meeting, we discussed each risk, control, and possible test and determined which tests were “must have,” which only needed
minimal testing, which were “nice to have,” and which we did not need (noted in comments).

USING A MATRIX TO
IMPLEMENT FINDINGS
REVISION


Under the 2018 Yellow Book,
the auditor should consider
internal control deficiencies in
their evaluation of identified
findings when developing the
“cause” element.



The auditor should seek to
determine a cause or
explanation of why the
condition deviates from the
criteria and be prepared to
discuss the various control
activities that have been
designed and implemented by
management to address
specific risks of the
organization.

POLL QUESTION

 Have the changes increased, decreased or remained about the

same for the time needed to implement yellow book revisions?
 Increase
 Decrease

 I don’t know yet, not sure

THE END

